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the main square in Varnsdorf



description
Varnsdorf is a town in thenorthern part of the Czech Republic, with a population of around 16,000. The 
town is close to the border with Germany.

The whole town is surrounded by nature and wavy hills.

the square area
The area of our designs is placed in the meander of the river Mandava.

The square is situated at north-west part of the city.

Along the square there are situated important building of the city. The church, rectory, town hall, school, 
offices. Unfortunately there are some gaps at the borders filled with nothing. There is just some
chaotical greenary.

Behind the church begin the nature. No buildings, no urbanism. So you have got the feeling not being at 
the square, at the heart of the city.

Next to the square, instead of the old buildings, there is situated a busy bustation.
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history
In the past the square in Varnsdorf was a SQUARE. Until the 70´s when to slow destruction started. 

The quare borders were closed by old buildings. Some taverns, hotel, shops. Markets were taken here, 

because it was a space for the people. It was a living urban space.

I want to bring this back. 



current situation

In current time the square does not serve its purpose. It is a parking lot, not a place for people, for being. The space is
surrounded by significant buildings, but space infront them is not adequate.

The streets are too wide and cars have the main word. Parking lot and the street throught the square cut the space
completely.

Behind the church begin the nature. No buildings, no urbanism. So you have got the feeling not being at the square.

It is felt the absence of an old building here. The energy is going away and the feeling of safety and cosiness is gone. Just like
your presence.

There is not many reasons why to stay at this place any longer.

There is no place to hide, no place to sit in calm, no place for breathing.



first impresions and analysis in diagrams

place is cutted, separated

energy held by borders important building around but no place to look at them

energy is leaving the space

but there is potencial of the

space – THE ROOMS

now there is a parking lot with
soooooo many cars cnaceling the parking lot -YES I want to bring people back



GOALS

cancel the parking lot

bring the people and life back

create a pleasent place

close the borders

reflect and respect

slow down the traffic

conect the space

for meeting, sitting, waiting, chilling, talking, shopping, eating,

drinking beer and coffee, thinking, praying and holding events

and create a space for them

there is enough space in different places

of the square and stop the energy for a moment by adding buildings

and tree barriers

of the square and spaces infront of the important buildings - church, rectory, 

townhall, school, office and new beer garden by paving them with same material

with different fractions

the small-town spirit and surrounding countryside

by paving the the streets with cobbled stones



concept
The concept is based on transition of between the URBAN and NATURAL SPACE, movement of the people, the busyness
of the space, the flowing energy and creation a space like ROOMS with different atmospehere and spirit.

It was necessary to enclose the square borders, as it was in past, by  adding  some volumes at the edges and create 

proper urban space – the square. That helps to hold the energy in the square. Some green barriers infront of the 

buildings soften the sharp surfaces of the volumes.

On the west side are designed 3 new objects creating the edge of the square and at the same time helping to separate 

from bus station. At the northern part there is created another barrier consisting of new building containing cafe, 

brasserie and the meeting hall. Adding row of trees infront of the building it creates an optical barrier but it is physically 

permeable. Three new objects, reflecting the houses standing there before and separating square from the bus station. 

There is created a new path leading along the old stone wall around the church to the other side of the river. Two

separated areas are coneced and there is a better acces to the square and town center.

Parking lots are cancelled and moved to other spaces – parking lot by the bus station, behínd the town hall and some are 

kept infront of the the scool and town hall. The square is given to people.

Square is connected with the other place of area by using same material with different fractions. Streets are cobbled.

urban space, lot of people, lot of movement, lot of energy

natural space, less of people, less of movement, less of energy



• transition between urban and natural space

• from busy to calm parts

• from lot of people and movement to less of it

• transition of the materials – from big hard surfaces to smaller and softer up to grass

On the similar principal is the square itself devided into several zones,
according to the form and material of the use.

The transition between the urban and natural space is not that brutal because of not using one

compact volume but it is soften by using trees in beer garden. The urban space and nature is

slowly mingling. There is not that brutal transition.



The darker colour, the more people, action and movement and less intimity. 
Also the darker the harder and bigger material.

the parts of the square

stairs

a point

open space of the square

a pedestal for important

buildings

rosegarden

beer garden

garden with program

water ellement

three new buildings



The first area is the big open space of the square. It is really frecquented place with lot of

movement

and action. That is why are here no barriers for it is through space. Markets and events could

take place here.

On the southwest corner there is placed a dominant group of tree consisting of three Tilia
Cordata. It is visible from long distances and atracts the attention. You can hide in the shadows 

of the tree crowns and sit on movable furniture. Thirsty bikedrivers and pedestrians 

can refresh by drinking fountain. 

open space of square, the point, pedestal for buildings

Above the stairs there is a place for important buildings of church, rectory and beer garden.



stairs

The main dominant is a staircase heading to a higher place with goals of our journey, tabernacle, 

refreshment and water element. On the way to the church stairs starts to wave and creates bigger

platos. It reflects the horizon of the wavy hills around and it is also some kind of spiritual journey. 

Another meaning is that it is kind of imaginary shadow of the church where the church tower

blends to the square.

The wavy parts of the stairs also mean, the the ways of our fate are not all the time the easiest

ones. As the climbing the stairs. We have to make some effort to reach the goal. Of course there

is an easier way going on straigt stairs right next, but You do not head directly to the upper parts.



In the northern part there is created a building with cafe, brasserie and meeting hall. There is 

also created so called beergarten. It is a place where u can sit with friends underneath the 

trees of chestnuts, drink beer and enjoying the current moment. A place for long staying, 

meeting with people. There is also a visual conection with the square but at the same time 

the people are hidden in the shadow of the trees.

People visiting cofe can use the tables situated under the trees or can sit on the stairs nearby.

The transition between the urban and natural space is not that brutal because of not using one

compact volume but is soften by using trees in beer garden. The urban space and nature is

slowly mingling. There is not that brutal transition.

beer garden



the atmosphere of beer garden



Infront of the church there is created another smaller square with water element that reflects the statue 

next to the church and greenary. It s a big bowl with a story described in mobiliar.

The water element is shaped like a bowl. It refers to one special, important, event took here. For the 

first time in 1830, the Ludwig van Beethowen ´ s mass sounded here. It was the Missa solemnis. 

In latin the festive mass is missae solemnes. wIn czech language bowl is called – mísa. Mísa is really 

similar to missa, missae.

The bowl is a great shape for a water element. It conects the shape and an idea. The bowl is also 

something mysthical. Waving water inside represents the thoughts and shapes of melody while church 

and trees are reflexting on the water level. Inside the fountain there is a belt dedicated to this special 

event. 

On the fountain surface there is a another symbol. Stars. Conection with the city emblem, God and 

universe. The stars are pressed in the metal.
a dedicative belt under water.

water ellement – MÍS(S)A



Another conection are the stars. There are placed in the surface of the stairs and square. It looks 
like the stars fell from the sky or peeled from the fountain. It also shows you the way to the 
fountain and the church and conects the spaces.

In the nigh they are shining because of the special fluorescence.

stars



The deeper we continue to the garden the more the grid of the trees starts to fall apart to the 
wilder park. In the wall there is created small passage conecting beergarden and wilder nature, 
park with space infront of the church. If we continue further along the wall. The path continues 
to the river around the church and conect two separated banks. There is a better conection
then for the other side of the river. 

going allong the wall



rose garden with a crucifix

The spaces is inclosed by wooden plain fence. The old Pyrus comunis are kept. 
I just added some Rosa canina to bring the vernicular spirit.



garden of memories

The garden with program is located instead an unused area behind church. It the past it
used to be a cemetary.
My plan is to create a garden of memories where are used the old tomstones and some
forgoten torses of statues. 

There is also planned an orchard, where people can pluck the apples and pears. 
Old grown trees are kept.

The whole area is incloed by an old stone wall and at the entrances by wooden plain fence 
to remaind we are closer to nature. 

atmospheric pictures of proposed garden



mobiliar

The mobiliar is used with emphasis on qualite, elegant, natural materials, that respect the place 
and make them more noble.

The benches are made from wood. There are heavy block peaces of wood. Because it is on the
ground, it could be that heavy, rough and earthy.
Some are long blocks of wood, some are movable wooden cubes underneath the tree group at
the corner, where the drink fountain is.

The are used simple curved bike holders.



Lights and bollard have the shape of cone, toeards the sky tapering. It is
elegant, fresh and airy design of flagpole. The reflectors, lamp are  attached at
the top and can be moved and rotate to position of what we want to illuminate. 
The crossroad, the important buildings, the space of square, whatever. 

Other light are in the ground and reflect the crowns of the trees, ore fasades of
buildings. Other kinf of light is in the water fountaine. Other kind are the stars
in the ground spilled by the special fluorescence materiál, that shines in the
night.
Another kind of lamps are used in the beer garden as a lighting chain.

lights



the parts of the square

stairs

a point

open space of the square

a pedestal for important

buildings

rosegarden

beer garden

garden with program

water ellement

three new buildings



materials



Robinia Pseudoacacia
Monophylla

Aeusculus Hippocastanum Tilia Cordata

vegetation

square
beer garden, garden beer garden, garden



Malus domestica Pyrus communis Rosa canina

vegetation

garden rose garden, garden rose garden



diagrams

illumination rain water management










